
Name: __________________________________  Class Period: ___________ 

 

______________1) How many records are in the Music Table? 

______________2) How many fields are in the Music Table? 

______________3) Who composed the Slowly Going The Way Of The Buffalo album? 

______________4) According to the database table, how many artists is Billy Corgan associated with? 

______________5) Who sings She's Got It? 

______________6) Which artist is at the top of the list when the field is sorted in descending order? 

______________7) Yan composed for what band? 

______________8) What is the time on the song Been It? 

______________9) What is the highest bit rate? 

______________10) Who is the only jazz/soul artist in the Music Table?  

______________11) Which song has a size of 12125507? 

______________12) What is the Song ID for the shortest song? 

______________13) What is the name of the longest song? 

______________14) Cornflake Girl is what genre of music? 

______________15) How many bands have a 225 bit rate?  

______________16) How many “Greatest Hits” album records are in this database?  

______________17) How many Beatle songs are in the database?  

______________18) How many 2004 songs have a 205 bit rate?  

______________19) How many records have no year data?  

______________20) How many albums do the The Groovie Ghoulies have?  

______________21) What song has the largest Song ID of all the Hip-Hop songs? 

______________22) Who composed the Jazz song with the largest Song ID? 

______________23) What is the 3
rd

 longest Beatles song? 

______________24) Which artist has the longest rap song? 

______________25) How many bands share the same year and genre as The La’s?  

______________26) What is the shortest 2005 rock song?  

______________27) What 1970 Motown song is not funny?  

______________28) The song with the largest Song ID shares the same genre as what 1994 song?  

______________29) Long Tall Sally is a song that shares the same genre as what Tina Turner song?  

______________30) The New Order Best of album shares the same bit rate as what 1961 song? 

______________31) Kriss Smith is a friend of mine. What is his longest song?  

______________32) What is the Song ID of the shortest Classic Rock song?  

 


